Further, low and intermediate level nets can only model the control flow of a system being modeled through these kind of nets. However, high level nets are able to represent the data involved in a system being modeled [2] . Petri nets have the power of execution and a Petri net model of a system can be simulated on a paper and the behavior of the model can be analyzed and verified [3] . However, data abstraction and modification can't be observed in Petri nets as it has a graphical representation and such a formalism is able to presents the control flow of a system to be modeled. On the other hand, Z notation has the power of specifying data and it progress in any kind of a software system [8] . However, Z notation based formal method has not the ability of execution and henceforth the dynamic behavior cannot be observed. Z formal method is suitable to describe data types, sets of operation, labeling and constraints of a system. Further, such kind of formal method has the tool support for type checking and for theorem proving. An effort has been presented in [6] to enhance the Petri nets with Z. Another research work addressed the combination of Z and Petri nets in the form of PZ nets [7] . Further, Z doesn't support concurrency and not suitable for parallel system, therefore, some efforts has been reported in the literature to represent concurrent models through Z notation [9], [10], [11] .
Further, low and intermediate level nets can only model the control flow of a system being modeled through these kind of nets. However, high level nets are able to represent the data involved in a system being modeled [2] . Petri nets have the power of execution and a Petri net model of a system can be simulated on a paper and the behavior of the model can be analyzed and verified [3] . However, data abstraction and modification can't be observed in Petri nets as it has a graphical representation and such a formalism is able to presents the control flow of a system to be modeled. On the other hand, Z notation has the power of specifying data and it progress in any kind of a software system [8] . However, Z notation based formal method has not the ability of execution and henceforth the dynamic behavior cannot be observed. Z formal method is suitable to describe data types, sets of operation, labeling and constraints of a system. Further, such kind of formal method has the tool support for type checking and for theorem proving. An effort has been presented in [6] to enhance the Petri nets with Z. Another research work addressed the combination of Z and Petri nets in the form of PZ nets [7] . Further, Z doesn't support concurrency and not suitable for parallel system, therefore, some efforts has been reported in the literature to represent concurrent models through Z notation [9] , [10] , [11] .
In order to provide the data semantics of graphical structure of Petri nets, this paper addresses the Z notation based representation of a net structure to study the data type and constraints imposed in the form of invariants. Further, this paper elaborates the structural components of Petri nets in form of axioms or schemas. Therefore, this effort gives the research direction of representing the data, types and constraints of a system to be modeled through Petri net. Moreover, through the Petri net model, dynamic behavior.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows, Section 2 describes the basic concepts and notation about Petri nets and Z notation. Section 3 discusses the formal definitions, axioms and schemas of net structural components of place transition net. Section 4 presents a Z specification of special sub classes of Petri nets using the specification provided in Section 3 while Section 5 gives some conclusive remarks.  R o S is the composition of R and S, defined by {x: X; z:
Y is the set of all partial functions from X to Y, defined by {f: [3] A Petri net ( , 0 ) is a net PN with five tuples ( , , , , ) where  P is a finite set of places; T is a finite set of transitions.
Definition 1(Low level nets)
ℎ ℎ P ∩ T = ∅ and P ∪ T ≠ ∅;
 is a function that maps non negative integers to set of place such that : → and M (p) represents no. of tokens in any place and 0 is called initial marking of net. Figure 1 : it shows the structure of a place transition net 14 2 Basic Terminology and concepts: Z formal language is purely typed language while it is based on first order logic and set theory. Following concepts has been taken from [8] .
Z Specification of the structure of Place Transition net
As given in Definition 1, that there are three structural components of place transition net, i.e. a place represented by circle, a transition represented by square and an arc (see Fig. 1 ). Therefore, a place transition net is a bipartite graph [5] which can be described through three sets which are, a set of places, a set of transition and a set of arcs (which can be described through a relation).
Now the specification of the net structure is given as:
Set of arcs can be described in the form of a relation of type (P×T)∪(T× ):
 Arc  Arc: ((PT)(TP))  domArc={p:P;t:T | ptArc  tpArc pt}  domArcPT ranArc={p:P;t:T | ptArc  tpArc pt}  domArcPT  Pre-set of a place p ∈ P is the set of those transitions having outgoing arcs to the p. Now we can specify pre-set for each place in P:
Pre_p  Pre_p: T p:P  Pre_p= dom(Arc{p})  Pre_p={p:P; t:T | tpArc  t}  Post set of a place p ∈ P is the set of those transitions having incoming arcs from that p, Z specification of post set is give as:
Post_p  Post_p: T p:
Similarly, preset of a transition t ∈ T is the set of places having outgoing arcs to that t. Further, preset of a transition can be represented in Z specification, given below:
Post set of a transition t ∈ T is the set of those places having incoming arcs from that t, Z specification of post set of t is give as:
Further, in order to capture the dynamics of place transition nets, the enabling of a transition can be described in Z, which is given below:
 Conclusion: Petri net is a famous formal technology for systems engineering which has the power of execution and simulation. Further, Z specification language is a typed language with gives the data abstraction and refinement.Therefore there was a need to provide the data semantics of graphical structure of Petri nets. This paper addressed the Z notation based representation of a net structure to study the data type and constraints imposed in the form of invariants. Further, this paper elaborates the structural components of Petri nets in form of axioms or schemas. Therefore, this effort gives the research direction of representing the data, types and constraints of a system to be modeled through Petri net. Moreover, through the Petri net model, dynamic behavior.
